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In this paper we stall stress the role of parental knowledge in child

rearing at a proximate level of analysis. Our concern is not with parents'

general knowledge of children but with hot' they reason about their own

children's behavior. Here we will view the parent as a lay scientist and

ask what cognitive processes characterize parents' deliberations about

children.

That children can baffle scientist and parent alike is easily verified

by even the rost cursory examination of books written for parents. Titles

such as "Your Child sakes Sense", "The Common Sense Book of Baby and child

Care", "Understanding Your Child from Birth to Three" and roost recently

"Signals: What Your Child is Really Trying to Tell You" suggest. in fact,

the opposite: that childrer. do rot always make sense and that parents must

summon uncommon reservoirs c thow,ht, will, and effort to comprehend their

offspring's actions (1, 2, 3, 4).

Two of this symposium's participants, Drs. Patterson and Stolz, have

also recognized the difficulties facing parents and have, among their many

books, contributed ones specifically geared to assisting parents. Dr. Stolz

compiled a pictorial guide to develcpment so that, in her words, "parents

will have a basis for making the many decisions that have to be made each

day" (5). Likewise, Dr. Patterson designed a manual entitled Living with

Children to "help parents understand situations in which you and your

child behave in a way that is distressing . . ." (6).

Advice aimed at parental cognitions is also not n.w. In 1914, the

editor of an eight volume series on parents and their problems noted that

"Experts axe writing, experienced mcthers are talking, everywhere are row-

ments loori ng towarA t:te more eonsible re.aring of children. There is PO

excuse for not trying to do our mohnering in a mae rotiialA1 vAy. Tho 1(104

mother is a thinking mother" (7),
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The incidence of pleas for comron sense, rationality, and thought

in advice to parents is noteworthy and somewhat paradoxical. Why is it

that we exhort parents to use common sense about their children? Why must

we caution adults to behave like tte adults they presumably are? What is

it about the young of our species that, to quote Dr. Patterson, "a child

only three feet tall, can reduce a grown woman to tears, causing her to

scold and spank ?" (6). As a first step in understanding this paradox, we

have been exploring the phenomenology of parenting: when parents deliberate

about their children, what do they do and how do they go about it?

Our research efforts hare been influenced by those of cognitive and

social psychologists as they strive to understend the decision processes

of, among others, employers, jurors, voters, weather forecasters, scientists,

and stock brokers. The, research,of Tversky and Kahneman and Hogarth on

judgmental heUristics and decision theory and that of Heider and Kelley on

causal analysis and attribution theory have figured prominently in our

thinking (8, 9, 10, 11). Thus, we view the parent as operating under

conditions of cognitive uncertainty. Our interviews with parents reveal

that deliberating about a chile's behavior involves: predicting, hoping

for, and engineering a particuler outcore ae in an elect:on: it means assuming

the role of Judge and jury in assessing motives and aosigning blame; it

also includes forecasting moods and reactions as changeable as the weather

as well as the never-ending appraisal and investment in one's cent genetic

stock.

Despite decades of research on parents, little is known about specific

processes of teArental reasoning. The existence (ef such processes are however

clearly documented in the -eminaI work of 1)r. Stolz and Dr. Robert Sears,

and hi f; colleaguen. on Parents' attitudes, beliefs, and child rearing

practice:, (12, 13). In their books, one finds intriquin9 glimpt,e4 into
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parental thinking as evidenced, for example, by the beliefs parents hold

about concepts that child psychologists hold dear. Thus, Stolz and Sears

both note their parents' views of the nature of children. Stolz in

particular cites several crucial areas in which parents' views of children

contrast with those of developmental psychologists. Her subjects, for

example, appeared less committed to interactional views of heredity and

environment, expressing instead more dichotomous views. Similarly, Sears'

subjects suggested mothers to side with hereditary views and fathers with

environrental ones. Likewise, parents' beliefs about individual differences,

about sex differences, and a?-).:;t the inevitability of "stages" of development

appeared less flexible and rare culturally stereotyped than those of the

"experts."

Such findings supply two incentives for the study of parental reasoning.

First, they highlight the need to understand the theories of development

held by those who actually test developmental theories daily. Is it an

advance in our science if we the "experts" say the nature/nurture problem

is behind us or that "stage" theories are dead if both are alive and operative

in the minds of parents? Second, the findings suggest that children are

perceived quite differently outside of an ivory tower. Why is it that

parents' views of children contrast uith those of psychologis*s? What

accounts for the differences in their perceptions? Just as a city resembles

a set of miniature objects when viewed from the air, one's perspective on

the nature of children rody depend quite directly on one's physical and

psychological proximity to them. Thus, &ascribing the naive psychology of

parents appears essential to explicating differenues in the theories and

perceptions of those who study and those who rear children.

Our initial efforts have been devoted to developing methodologies to

elicit parenPa1 reasoning dud to chararter;zing the cognitive properties of
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such reasoning. We will speak priman:ly of these latter efforts today as

we describe how mothers answer open-ended questions about the nature of

parenting.

Two groups of 14 mothers were interviewed. Tne two sarples differed

considerably in terms of years of education, age, race, and socio-econcmic

status. The first group, whic:: we will refer to as the high-school educated

group, contained no college graduates, averaged 24 years of age, and if married,

had spouses holding blue-collar jobs. The mothers were interviewed before

a regular well-'.)aby check-up at a local hospital. The second group, the

college graduates, had all completed at least a bachelor's degree, averaged

34 years of age and had spouses holding either professional or academic

jobs. These rothers were recruited from nursery schools and were interviewed

at home or in the psychology department.

The open-ended interview consisted of 12 questions designed to elicit

sample:, of parental reasoning. Examples of the interview protocol include:

"What do you enjoy about being a mother ? "; What do you find difficult in

your role as a parent?"; "Do you have any special concerns about your child?";

and "What advice would you give to a woman about to become a parent?".

The interview transcripts were anal:,,zed in two ways; a content analysis

of the responses given to each question and an analysis of the form of

reasoning displayed. Today we will discuss the latter data, the actual

form of the responses.

The mothers' answers ievealL4 four common pattern.: of thinking that ato

defined and illustrated in Table 1. Mothels esed anchors, attributions,

covariatio or causal analysis, and anticip.ttion to describe their thought_;

abort their children. In a sentence by sentence analysis of 50% of the

transcripts, one of every four sentences, on average, fit one of the

categor3es with the remaining three sentences repres,1ting elaboration., of
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the categories. College educated mothers averaged 48 coded statements per

transcript and high school educated mothers averaged 29 coded statements.

The ambiguous and idiosyncratic nature of children may acconnt for the

frequent use of anchors, which occurred in 22% of the coded statements.

Parents sought to place their child's behavior into perspective by comparing

across children or across age. For e)apple, a mother commented that her

daughter's tantrums were not a problem. because she is "at an age where they

throw tantrums." Most often, another child or her child at an earlier age

served as the reference point accounting for 69% of all anchors. Anchors

to adults also occurred most often in a genetic form as in the statement,

"He is stubborn just like his father."

By far the most fro.nient. rode of thinking involved attributional analysis.

Forty-six percent of e.1 coded statements fell into this category. Thus,

as Heider theorized in his writings on naive psychology, parents, like

people in other situations, attempt to discover the regelarities and stabili-

ties that make behavior more predictable (11). The high incidence of

attributions undoubtedly reflects the frequency with which parents must

ponder the origin of certain behaviors. Their developmental analyses in-

cluded purely genetic approaches, "She was born with a temper" to more

environmental ones as in the statement "/ think it's normal for a first-

born to act that way." Developmentally complex attributions concerning

heredity and *he environment were also common but most clew-1y elaborated

in the following four nient:; trade by one troth,_.r: "A person cones from

the genes." "A person comes from the way a mother acts when she is pregnant."

"The baby will he thq way he wants to be." "He's like hi:, fAihpr in that

he's his own person."

Statements of covariation ware similar to attributions but often

included articulation of an antecedent-coneequent relationship such as "She
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sucks her thumb because I tool; as.'ay the bottle too soon" or "He is spoiled

because ray mother holds him all the time." Such statements occurred in

22% of the coded sentences.

Final)y, statements about the future, anticipations, made up 108 of

the categorized comments. These statements either expressed anxiety about

the future or predicted a particular outcome. One rother lamented "There

will be something else when she grows out of this stage," and another mother

stated "It's too late to do anything (about spoiling)" are two examples.

These analyses of the mothers' speech and the ease with which their

reasoning was elicited suggest to us that it is a behavior cormonly engaged

in by parents. Also, the fact that very few differences emerged between the

high-school and college-educated others suggest it to be a behavior quite

natural to parents. The only mean group differences were that the high-

school educated mothers used more anchors and anticipatcry references while

the college - educated mothers made more attributions (Table 2).

As a further test of the prevalence of such reasoning, we have also

examined in sone detail published data on child- rearing problems, particularly

those coepiled by Bettelheim, Ames and Ilg, Spock, Brazelton and Salk

(14, 15, 16, 17, 18). The topics presented to the expert are in and of

themselves sufficient to demonstrate the uee of anchors, and attributions,

and the presence of antivip*Lion tn.cl covaLiolion.

For example, Dr. Bettelhelm was coastlted by pa,rktel for attribution

problems such as a 3-year-old who was "too wasculine,". a 9-month-old that

had undergone "a complete personality change," and two separate r.an.-s of

9-1;.onth-olds that wore boring to play with. The need for anchors was

ovidoncc0 by probl ems :,uch as a child who would no longer eat meat, a

child who dui not wet her pants at school but did so at home, a 3-year-old

who wanted to ch.Ingo h.-sr mtmf: 4114 n(Jvc,r.ol ch4lAr.-u tai !-11 a-.0oste.4 anxiotien
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ranging from a fear of all people to a fear of children to a fear of music.

The use cf covariation and causal analysis was equally evident in the

parents' reports of the problem-solving attempts as they recited the list

of solutions already tried and abandoned. Finally, trio interviews reveal

the parent's orietauon to the future as parent after parent framed their

problem with the statement, "How long will it go on?" Perhaps ale most

poignant example was a father's concern as to what the Army would do with

his son, new 6 months old, who would not feed himself or drink from a

propped bottle.

The data on anticApation else cemple-rent previote he :avioral ebserva-

tions by us on mothers' strateeies for child management as in executing

trips to the superrarket when accompanied by a 2- or 3-Year-old or when

attempting in a laboratory setting to divert their children from tempting

objects (19, 20). A major finding in both studic,s was the frequent use by

mothers of anticipatory or eroactive strategies to prevent misbehavior.

Although these data advance our knowledge of the content of parents'

thinking, the arc not sufficient to a.tsess how rational or irrational

parents' thinking is, a topic of concern in cognitive psycholcgy. or are

they sufficient to propose how such thinking develops. They do appear

sufficient, heeel.er, te amplify the 1.otantial effects of knowled4e, beliefs,

and past influences on reasoning proco.sses. Thus, the Larents' allity to

anchor their child's behavior would depend, on knowledge and experience with

other children and the accuracy with which they their children's or

their own develoi.ment. Availeble knowlcAge of other children or acc(e:;

to iniormation aEout other chili4:en could :.erve a poeerful function in a

parent's interiretation of the problematic neture of a l'ehavior. nc,0k4

on the specific problems parerts face my he imkortent here ae vidv:Iced

by the dedication in the book "Percents /elk" by IP.1 and Ames thankine Arnold
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Gesell "who did so much to reassure as tnel our children were no worse than

anybody else's" (15).

The data alto indicetee a potentially critical relationship between a

parent's belief about the nature of inheritance or the degree of sex

differences and his or her probable course of action. Genetic or environmental

attributions ray lead to or justify entirely different courses of parental

intervention. Similarly, Feliefs about the pre-eminence of early experience

rIght explain ele incidence of anticipatory thinking and the frequent worries

about spoiling. The room for serious lapses in reasoning based nn errcneoes

knowledge or atypical exeeriences is alco cleera'y indicated and worthy of

further study in eopuletionn of parente at iisk for neglecting or abtsing

their offspring

In surnary. the data tall es that eerents attempt to bring core than

corenon sense or sire- _eflection to the analysis of thei. childrer's

behavior. Tne strategies they use are those employed by adults in many

contexts linked by the properties of uncertainty, interpersonal involvement,

and the need to predict an outcome.

The errors in reasoning parents make also seem comparable to those made

by scientists aed laymen alike. Is the behavior of adults regarding, for

example, their nonetary investments any more rational or less emotional?

Even the slightest hint of uncertainty depresses the financial market, as

does the rumor of a recovery often in fact leads to one thorough self-ful-

filling prophecy. Doe!: the arena in which ntoc%e and cwerodities are ex-

changed suegeet the presence of common sense or adult wisdom? Perhaps

both :ineeciel and btologxcal inve3trrn.Is produce such h: v3 becau4e they

represent our own futuree a :. well.

Nor art' we as scientiets irreee to the comron k,ihqee: f.hhr4a by paLnts

and other uncertainty nnalystc. Per belief in smell steeple.: wt-ott they fit

01.11611113.6.1111.1114.11M81211.11.
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our ass'2mptions, our ablliti to detect cause and effect relations in cor-

relational samples our failures. to incorporate the effects of regression

toward the mean in undert.tanetng the effects of feedback on performance

testify to the fact that lifelong e4perience with ideas of probabilitt,and

statistics do not protect against errors in decision making. For instance,

a parent attributing her child's good behavior after a period of misbehavibr

to her own handling of her child may err in failing to acknowledge the

occurrence of regression to the mean.

By describing Earental deliberation3, we hope to have provided specific

glimpses into understanding the experience of parenting. That their

experiences share much with that of adults in other reasoning contexts

should Provide both conceptuil and methodological direction to those who

study and aid ;gents and their Children.
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Table 1

RESPONSE MEASURES EXAMPLES FROM PARENTAL INTERVIEWS

ANCHORING: Statement comparing a
behavior across chil-
dren or tine

ATTRIBUTION: Statement inferring
a cause, motive, or
internal state

CO-VARIATION: Statement relatin)
two or mre
in a causal analysis

ANTICIPATION: Statement oriented
around child's

future
Either.

1. Predicting
desired

outcome
2. Expressing

anxiety

She'll ose words I didn't even know

when I was 2 1/2.

His teacher said it is common to
write backwards at that age.

Out of my #3 babies, he's the good

one.

My children look at people from an

unbiased perspective.

She is 20-minth-old) seems to have a

lot of mothering characteristics.

She likes baby talk more than

regular talk.

Changing tne hedtire routine helped
the situation a lot.

If you give them just what they

want the trouble starts.

The nurses in the hospital spoiled

him from Day 1.

I think he's going to walk at 7 months.

I hope his personality stays the same.

/ wonder if she is developing okay.

1.1
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Group and Overall %:eans of the Rate of Coded Statements per Interview

Statements of

Anchor Attribution Covariation Anticipation

High School Educated 7.1 11.2 5.6 5.3

College Educated 10.0 24.1 11.4 2.6

Overall Mean 8.6 17.7 8.5 3.9


